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The three faces of Edmee 

 

This presentation stars three women – or rather, obedient to classical tradition – three aspects 

of one woman: namely an un-named Provincial Lady, EMDelafield, and Mrs Paul Dashwood. 

Mrs Dashwood had been born Edmee Elizabeth Monica de la Pasture in 1890 and translated 

her aristocratic surname into her authorial pseudonym. She married Major Dashwood in 1919, 

aged 29. The Provincial Lady (to whom I’ll refer as PL) was born at the age of 39 in 1929, 

exact but not identical triplet with her two co-characters.  

The merging of these three personae sets a problem to the discerning reader. The 

events, characters and circumstances of PL’s life in many respects reflect those of both Mrs 

Dashwood and EMDelafield. Yet  it would be embarrassing to believe that PL’s attitudes 

towards, for example, her husband and neighbours truly reveal  those of her author.  So is the 

PL  a portrait of a ‘real’ person – or a fictional creation – and how is the reader expected to 

respond to her? We may wonder, too, whether the Diary  is code for the Life and Letters  of 

the illustrious EMD. 

Once I realised that the Provincial  Lady wrote four Diaries – namely The Diary 

(1930) The PL goes further (1932) The PL in America (1934) and  The PL in Wartime (1940) 

I did exactly what Nicola Beauman advised against in her 1984 Virago ‘Introduction’ – and 

read the books ‘straight through’ – which  enabled me  to discern changes of mood and style, 

and to ask questions (pxvii). However, after number three I was becoming satiated with 

unremitting, even  desperate PL cheerfulness and was, in any case, deterred from reading PL 

in Wartime when I learned that Mrs Dashwood’s son had died in distressing circumstances in 

1940.   

 Indeed, reading these Diary entries in book form at all may do the author ‘a 

disservice,’ for the material in all four volumes was designed to appear episodically in Time 

and Tide,  the feminist, left wing publication, founded in 1920 by its first editor, Margaret, 

Lady Rhondda. Her friend EMDelafield was a trustee and regular contributor.  

 I was immediately impressed by the plethora of literary allusions and titles (especially 

of publications between 1920 and 1940) and decided to call this paper, (rather elegantly, I 

think), The Special Collection of a Provincial Lady. My plan to read all the references was  

rapidly abandoned  as the magnitude of task emerged but I was heartened by stumbling on the 

perfect opening quotation provided by Cook (PL’s, not mine - ): ‘Reading is a sad waste of 

time,’ (p358). Although I reversed the sentiment by assuring myself that reading in 

preparation for this paper would be  the best possible use of my time. 

 The PL’s Special Collection proves to be a catalogue of which any writer could be 

proud. These references, often only a title, provided portals through which I began to identify 

some unexpected questions about the PL  and her parthenogenic parent EM Delafield. All 

references are portals, of all shapes and sizes – twisted tunnels, great glass  doors, tiny squints 

and romantic orioles. Many texts to which PL  refers themselves include important references 

which may illuminate the Diaries. Also, I made new discoveries about some texts which I had 

thought I knew well, and read others for the first time. And there are so many references to 

Time  and Tide that one suspects product placement.   

 PL  constantly comments on her reading – or lack of it, for she seems perpetually to be 

confused by and about literature. On September 20
th

 1939,  she records a conversation with an 

‘intellectual’ who says that:   
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‘He personally finds that the Greeks provide him with escapist literature. Plato.  

         Should not at all wish him to know that The Fairchild Family performs the same  

service for me – but remember with shame that EM Forster, in admirable wireless talk, 

has told us not to be ashamed of our taste in reading.  

         Should like to know if he would apply this to The Fairchild Family and can only 

hope that he would.  

         Refer to Dickens – compromise here between truth and desire to sound 

reasonably cultured – ‘ (p412). 

More of The Fairchild Family by Mary Sherwood later. Plato, Forster, Dickens, 

Sherwood – and elsewhere on the same page Sir Hugh Walpole, Browning, and ‘the 

Elizabethan poets.’ The reader is expected to be reasonably cultured with respect to a  wide 

range of  texts. Today’s exploration of the PL’s Special Collection focuses on three aspects of 

being ‘reasonably cultured’ represented by literature relating to: identity; war; children and 

family. 

Identity 

Names and titles provide the currency of polite conversation. Here is PL in one of the first 

entries of the first Diary on November 11
th

 1929 in a Bournemouth  hotel lounge with several 

other mothers visiting their sons at boarding school: 

‘…we all talk about our boys in tones of disparagement, and about one another’s boys 

with great enthusiasm.  

      Am asked what I think of Harriet Hume but am unable to say, as I have not read it. 

Have a depressed feeling that this is going to be another case of Orlando about which 

was perfectly able to talk most intelligently until I read it, and found myself 

unfortunately unable to understand any of it’ (pp4-5). 

 

Rebecca West’s challenging third novel, Harriet Hume: a London Fantasy, published in 

1929, was thus  hot off the press. In view of its perplexing form, subject matter, morality  and 

conclusion, it is unlikely that any of the other mothers would have read it either. Perhaps the 

question is a version of  Emperor’s New Clothes. A safe game since no-one will  risk the 

embarrassment of admitting to non-reading. Although even more embarrassing might be 

confessing to having read and,  worse, understood such texts. 

 Virginia Woolf’s  Orlando, published in 1928,  is described in the 1942 Penguin 

edition as: ‘..a fantastic story and among the most brilliant, amusing and popular of her           

Novels’ (p2). An emerging writer  might well be discouraged by the numerous   

acknowledgements which comprise the ‘Preface,’ beginning: ‘Many friends have helped me 

in writing this book. Some are dead and so  illustrious  that I scarcely dare name them……’ 

and ranging from Sir Thomas Browne to Lord Berners, and Emily Bronte to Lady Ottiline 

Morrell. How the PL  might yearn to pen  the  acknowledgements with which Woolf 

continues: 

 

         ‘ I have had the advantage – how great I alone can estimate – of Mr. Arthur Waley’s  

         knowledge of Chinese. Madame Lopokova (Mrs. J. M Keynes) has been at hand to  

         correct my Russian. To the unrivalled sympathy and imagination of Mr. Roger Fry I  

         owe whatever understanding of the art of  painting I may possess’ (Woolf p5). 
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I particularly  enjoy ‘to correct my Russian.’ Should you ever find yourself stranded book-

less,  time may  be passed with both profit and enjoyment by  imagining  the Woolfian cast of 

‘friends’ incarcerated together, perhaps at an endless dinner party .…not forgetting, of course, 

Virginia herself. (Sir Thomas Browne and Lord Berners? Ottiline Morell and Emily 

Bronte??). 

 Orlando itself catalogues a Special Collection, a racy canter through three centuries of 

English literature, as Orlando meets or discourses on writers contemporary with  the fleeting 

stages of his/her timeless sashay through gender &  time – another series of portals….

 However self-deprecating the tone of the ‘Diary,’ it has been written not by – or not 

only by -  the butterfly brained PL.  The ‘real’ writer is the highly intelligent and able EM 

Delafield who could doubtless include some heavyweight ‘friends’ in her own 

acknowledgements. Indeed, my sense of PL is that any butterflying in her own brain is 

elective camouflage, and I suspect that the Diaries  are well en-pollened with clues. For 

instance, both Harriet Hume  and Orlando are explorations of identity, using such ‘super-

natural’ devices as spontaneous gender change and immortality, thought transference and 

ghosts. Did the question of identity engage the un-named fictional writer, the pseudonymous 

author and the Devonshire major’s wife? 

These are the texts which the super-pragmatic and sub-practical PL declines to 

understand. But the woman who experienced life in a Belgian convent, served as a VAD, was 

trustee of a radical feminist periodical and friend of its aristocratic founder, country 

magistrate and pillar of the WI – and would, in the 1930s, visit Russia and in 1940 be 

employed by the Ministry of Information to lecture in France – this woman was no 

lightweight. EMD’s literary output comprised about  40 novels, together with plays and 

articles. She could surely read a challenging text. And equally surely, every one of the 

references in the Diaries is carefully chosen. The entry about Harriet Hume and Orlando is 

sandwiched between ‘the other mothers’ with their disingenuous comments about their sons, 

and a dig at her husband: ‘Robert comes up very late and says he must have dropped asleep 

over the Times. (Query: Why come to Bournemouth to do this?)’ (p5). 

 The ‘reasonably cultured’ PL  reads – or fails to read – not only the latest novels but 

also biography. On December 10th 1929,  she records: 

 

 ‘Read Life and Letters of distinguished woman  recently dead, and am struck, as so  

often, by difference between her correspondence and that of less distinguished woman. 

Immense and affectionate letters from celebrities on every other page, epigrammatic 

notes from literary and political acquaintances, poetical assurances of affection and 

admiration from husband, and even infant children. Try to imagine Robert writing in 

similar strain in the (improbable) event of my attaining celebrity, but fail. Dear Vicky 

equally unlikely to commit her feelings (if any) to paper’ (p15). 

 

Is PL or EMD playing a gentle joke on her reader- for how literary, how elegant is her 

review. Notice the careful rhythm, the devices of alliteration and assonance in that central 

sentence: ‘Immense and affectionate letters from celebrities on every other page, 

epigrammatic notes from literary and political acquaintances, poetical assurances of affection 

and admiration from husband, and even infant children.’  And then the usual bathetic 

comment, undercutting herself and her family: ‘Try to imagine Robert writing in similar strain 

in the (improbable) event of my attaining celebrity, but fail. Dear Vicky equally unlikely to 

commit her feelings (if any) to paper.’ What is the reader supposed to think? How, in ‘real 

life,’ would we respond to the friend who constantly sought attention with this kind of over-

clever semantic and emotional game?  
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Indeed, is PL  really as free from self-pity as some commentators suggest? The 

constant dissatisfaction with her wardrobe, Book Club selections,  neighbours and relations, 

and perfectly reasonable requests from stores to settle her accounts and banks to pay off her 

overdraft might prompt many a reader, then or now, to sigh: ‘I wish I had her problems.’ 

The first Diary,  from November 1929 to October 1930, is replete with intellectual 

jokes. In December, PL complains that her sister in law has won first prize in a Time and Tide 

competition which she had herself entered. ‘(Query: Are Competition Editors always sound 

on questions of literary merit? Judgement possibly becomes warped through overwork)’ 

(p22). 

Later, PL  wins first prize but complains that prizes are being shared: ‘Am very angry 

indeed, and write excellent letter to Editor under false name, protesting against this iniquitous 

custom. After it has gone, become seriously uneasy under the fear that use of a false name is 

illegal’ (p34). ‘EM Delafield’  is, of course, itself a false – or pseudo -  name. 

 The Diaries  themselves can be seen as competitions - or at least quizzes -  which the 

‘reasonably cultured’ contemporary reader might be expected to solve, with that sense of 

being intellectually brilliant on which the PL herself takes  pride.. The cat, which plays with 

tennis balls, is named after eight times Wimbledon champion Helen Wills, and the holiday 

tutor is identified only as ‘Casabianca’ – because he is left sitting on her son’s suit-case 

(fortunately not on fire -) (p155)  – presumably: ‘Whence all but he had fled’ .......in homage 

to Felicia Hemans’ much-parodied 1826  poem. 

In September 1931, PL  records: ‘Home once more, and customary vicissitudes thick 

as leaves in Vallombrosa’ (p168), although why she should  consider the somewhat fraught 

family  holiday in Brittany to be Paradise Lost is no less mysterious than  this comparison of 

domestic irritations to Satan’s: 

 

  ....legions, angel forms, who lay entranced, 

Thick as autumnal leaves that strow the brooks 

In Vallombrosa     (Milton, 1667,  bk I  lines 302 – 3).   

 

And surely only the temptation to include yet another  ‘brainteaser’ justifies what PL  herself 

describes as: ‘frantic and irrelevant quotation here, It was the Best butter’ (p191), referring 

to the Mad Hatter’s tea party when frantic and irrelevant riddles outnumber twinkles in the 

Dormouse’s song (Carroll, 1865). The three faces of Edmee present many riddles. 

 

War 

 

In contrast, I was troubled by PL’s attitude towards a remarkable, important and disturbing  

book, published in January 1930 and reprinted four times by February 1930. Lady B: 

‘enquires what I think of Her Privates We – which I haven’t yet read – and I at once give her 

a long and spirited account of my reactions to it. Feel after this that I had better go, before I 

am driven to further excesses’ (p33). 

   This extraordinary account of service in  the First World War is described by the 

editor as: ‘a record of experience on the Somme and Ancre fronts…and the events described 

actually happened; the characters are fictitious’ (Manning, ‘Prefatory Note’). The author was 

identified only as  Private 19022 but  later named as Frederick Manning. (There is an 

intriguing clue to this identity in the text, since the main character is Private Bourne – surely a 

reference to the medieval poet Robert Manning who lived in Bourne, Lincolnshire). 

It is notable that the first reference, on page 1 of the first Diary,  is All Quiet on the 

Western Front, Erich Maria Remarque’s 1929 realistic novel of trench warfare. Yet this 

important, radical, newly published book by a German whose aim is to dispel the romantic 
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glorification of war, is dismissed with what will become one of the PL’s brittle mannerisms, 

an incongruent list:  ‘November 7
th (

1929) Lady B stays to tea…We talk some more about 

bulbs, the Dutch School of Painting, Our Vicar’s Wife, sciatica, and All Quiet on the Western 

Front’ (p3).  

The device is repeated with the important title similarly reserved for the end: 

‘January 23
rd

 (1930) Mary stays to tea and we talk about H.G Wells, Women’s 

 Institutes, infectious illness, and Journey’s End. Mary says she cannot go and see this 

latter because she always cries at the theatre. I say, Then once more will make no 

difference. Discussion becomes involved, and we drop it’ (p30). 

Journey’s End by R.C Sherriff, is set in the trenches in 1918. First produced in 1928 starring  

Laurence Olivier, by January 1930  it had transferred to the Prince of Wales Theatre (without 

Olivier). Remembering how many of PL’s  references themselves refer to other texts, I note 

that in Act 2, Alice in Wonderland serves as ‘escapist literature’ for a soldier. Can he imagine 

that the horrific trench might transform into a rabbit hole, escape route to another world?  

 The ambiguity and  sometimes inappropriate archness of such references is disturbing.  

What is the intention of the former VAD? The PL’s brisk retort to her friend, Mary, suggests 

that PL and/or EM Delafield considered that serious post-war literature should be respected. 

 I eventually read the fourth Diary,  PL in Wartime, reluctantly, prepared for both 

sadness (mine) and  cheerfulness (PL’s). There was no lack of my predicted sadness as the 

book was published in 1940, but there is of course no hint that the author’s son Lionel 

Dashwood   (who seems in many ways to have been  resembled by PL’s Robin) would so 

soon be dead. Lionel, aged 20,  died in  an unexplained shooting incident when training for 

National Service, in November 1940. He was buried at Kentisbeare, Devon, joined three years 

later by his mother. This was her chosen place, and there is a heart-stopping moment when PL 

writes about  attending church service during a visit home from London (where she is seeking 

war-work): 

 

‘October 15th 1939. Exchange customary greetings outside with neighbours, take 

automatic glance – as usual - at corner beneath yew-tree where I wish to be deposited 

in due course and register hope that Nazi bombs may not render this impracticable – 

….     Final enquiry is whether Master Robin is nineteen yet, and when I reply that he 

isn’t, everybody expresses satisfaction and hopes It’ll be Over before he’s finished his 

schooling.  

Am rather overcome, and walk to the car where all emotion is abruptly 

dispersed by astonishing sight of cat Thompson sitting inside it, looking out of the 

window’ (pp 462, 463). 

 

This illustrates how the chin-up, brave-little-woman cheerfulness of the first books, already 

wearing rather thin, has become forced, an attempt to divert attention from a situation more 

challenging than a misbehaving stove, and from emotion more deeply felt than irritation with 

neighbours. Notice how that almost unique  exposure of real feeling is de-fused by such 

vocabulary as:  ‘deposited, due course, impracticable,’ while within one sentence PL  archly 

notes: ‘all emotion abruptly dispersed...’  

Although the hardest to read, emotionally I find  PL in Wartime the most interesting as 

it captures, in real time, the life and expectations of those first months of my parents’ 

marriage,  – the last entry is November 21st 1939, 16 months before my own birth. The jokes 

are rather laboured, the author seems as bewildered as the PL. This Diary was written at the 

request of Harold Macmillan, and it ends when both author and PL achieve the Ministry of 
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Information employment which they’ve been seeking, while undertaking voluntary ARP  

work in the canteen under the Adelphi.  

 

Children and family 

 

My final focus is on children and family – and with reference to A High Wind in Jamaica,  I 

return to my first topic – identity. PL twice refers to this 1929 novel by Richard Hughes. At a 

dinner party on November 28th 1929, everybody, except PL’s  husband, talks about books. 

With regard to this newly published novel, there is general agreement: 

 

‘a) that it is quite a short book, b) that we hated – or, alternatively, adored – it, and c) 

that it Really Is exactly Like  Children. A small minority here surges into being, and 

maintains No, they Cannot Believe that any children in the World wouldn’t ever have 

noticed  that John wasn’t there any more. They can swallow everything else, they say, 

but not that. Discussion very active indeed’ (p11).  

 

Hughes reports John’s fatal fall with a calm callousness, and the boy’s death is hardly 

remarked by his siblings, although his eldest sister, Emily, does eventually realise that she 

misses him. PL later reflects again on the authenticity – or not - of Hughes’ evocation of 

children: 

 

‘May 19th 1930 (‘Mem.: Would it not be possible to write more domesticated and less  

foreign version ...., featuring extraordinary callousness of infancy?) Can distinctly 

recollect heated correspondence in Time and Tide regarding vraisemblance or 

otherwise of Jamaica children, and now range myself, decidedly and for ever, on the 

side of the author. Can quite believe that dear Vicky would murder any number of 

sailors, if necessary’(p69). 

 

This comment suggests misunderstanding of both the text and PL’s  daughter, Vicky. 

However, a fundamental aspect of this book is the examination of identity. Ten year old 

Emily is living on the ship where she has been inadvertently kidnapped by pirates: 

 

She had been playing houses.in a nook in the bows, behind the windlass (on which she 

had hung a devil’s-claw  as door-knocker); and tiring of it was walking rather 

aimlessly aft, thinking vaguely about some bees and a fairy queen, when it suddenly 

flashed into her mind that she was she (Hughes p71).  

 

Emily continues to cogitate on this extraordinary discovery, and some of her conclusions lead 

Hughes to comment: 

 

           Grown-ups embark on a life of deception with considerable misgivings, and  

generally fail. But not so children. A child can hide the most appalling secret without 

the least effort, and is practically secure against detection. Parents, finding that they see 

through their child in so many places the child does not know of, seldom realise that, if 

there is some point the child really gives his mind to hiding, their chances are nil (p73). 

 
Throughout the novel, Hughes exposes the fallacy that parents understand their children, a 

revolutionary approach which pervades PL’s anxious records. 

 Two of PL’s favourite texts predate A High Wind in Jamaica by many decades and 

illustrate the radical literary change in attitudes towards children and families. In October 
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1939, PL records: ‘ – retire to bed with The Daisy Chain wishing we were all back in the 

England of the ‘fifties’ (p435). That’s the 1850s. The Daisy Chain  by Charlotte M Yonge 

(1856) had been republished in 1917. In Childhood’s Pattern (1975), Gillian Avery finds Dr 

May to be: ‘Perhaps the most sympathetic and completely drawn picture of a Victorian father’  

- who had: ‘the authority of a priest.’  

Avery explains that images of both parents and children had become more attractive 

than in earlier texts, and that the ideal was now: 

 

the child who listened to his conscience. And since his wise and devoted parents had 

instilled the highest principles into him from his earliest infancy, his conscience would  

readily tell him,  if only he would give up the time to examine it, what was right and 

what  was wrong and where his duty lay. He might be high-spirited and up to all sorts of 

mischief; very likely he was since the Victorians on the whole found this attractive, but 

fundamentally he was serious....The ideal Victorian child wanted to be good (pp132/3).  

 

Is this PL’s  ambition  for  her own children? Or is her devotion to this text based on an 

unrealisable longing to be seen as a wise and devoted parent? However, even when she avoids  

responsibility, she  cannot identify with  Mrs May who dies early in a carriage accident, 

caused by her husband’s less than ideal driving – leaving the widower to bring up the multiple 

orphans (p132). 

Charlotte M Yonge herself was reared on the book identified by PL  as ‘escapist 

literature’ in the quotation I read earlier, The Fairchild Family. This description is surely 

ironic and it’s intriguing that EMD apparently expects her 1939 readers to recognise both title 

and nature of the reference. Written by Mary Sherwood in 1818, the book is series of hellfire 

moralities. Charlotte Yonge recorded: ‘….little did my mother guess how much Calvinism 

one could suck out of  them, even while diligently reading the story and avoiding the lessons’ 

(Avery p93), and fellow author Mrs Molesworth read the prayers and sermons first so that she 

could then enjoy the tales about the Fairchild children without distraction. Here is Avery’s 

summary of  one incident in the book: 

 

       The ideal child of the book is  Charles.…‘one of the most pious little boys in all that 

country,’….who brings Henry to a right way of thinking, after Henry’s defiance of his 

father when ordered to learn his Latin. Mr Fairchild had whipped Henry, driven him 

from his presence with the terrifying words ‘I stand in place of God to you, whilst you 

are a child,’ and forbidden any of the household to speak to him. Desolate, he wanders 

out into the country and meets Charles who.…tells him much about hell, and the 

misery of the damned, about which he says his father has often talked to his children 

as they sit round the fire, until they have been in a quake (Avery p97).  

What did PL, EM Delafield and Mrs Dashwood  really think about this family in 

relation to her own? Perhaps a Time and Tide literary competition might attract intriguing 

speculations about this mystery. But let us leave her in a happy moment of real escape, with 

yet another literary reference – and typical in-congruent list -: 

June 8
th

 1933 ‘Short, but rather poignant article on Day-Dreaming which appears in 

to-day’s Time and Tide over signature of L A G Strong, strangely bears out entry in 

my diary previous to this one. Am particularly struck – not altogether agreeably, either 

– by Mr. Strong’s assertion that: “Day-dreaming is only harmful when it constitutes a  

mental rebellion against the circumstances of our life, which does not tend to any 

effort to improve  them.” 
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       ‘This phrase, quite definitely, exactly epitomises mental exercise in which a large 

proportion of my life is passed. Have serious thoughts of writing to Mr. Strong and 

asking him what, if anything, can be done about it – but morning passes in telephone 

conversation with the Fish – middle-cut too expensive, what about a nice sole? – 

postcard from Cissie Crabbe, in return for view of Scarborough with detached enquiry 

on the back as to How I am and How the children are – other postcards to 

tradespeople, cheque to the laundry, cheque to Registry Office, and cheques to local 

newsagent – and Mr. Strong is superseded. Nevertheless, am haunted for remainder of 

the day by recollection surging up at unexpected moments, of the harmfulness of day-

dreams. Foresee plainly that this will continue to happen to me at intervals throughout 

the rest of life’ (1933, p251). 
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